Jeff Sessions Wants To Bring Back
D.A.R.E.

Attorney General Jeff Sessions spoke at a D.A.R.E. training conference Tuesday, saying he wants to make the
program prominent again. (Jonathan Ernst / Reuters)

Attorney General Jeff Sessions on Tuesday strongly advocated for the return
of the Drug Abuse Resistance Education program, or D.A.R.E., the once
popular anti-drug program that critics have called ineffective.
“D.A.R.E. is I think the best remembered anti-drug program today,” Sessions
told attendees at D.A.R.E.’s training conference in Texas. “In recent years
people have not paid much attention to that message but they are ready to
hear it again.”
D.A.R.E., originally created in 1983 by the Los Angeles Police Department,

placed uniformed police officers into classrooms around the nation to speak
to children about the dangers of drug use and to tout the benefits of a drugfree life.
It was immensely popular and remained so for years, eventually reaching 75
percent of U.S. school districts and 52 countries around the world, according
to the program’s website. Black T-shirts and bumper stickers with D.A.R.E.
splashed across them in bright red lettering became iconic symbols of the
1980s and Nancy Reagan’s broader “Just Say No” to drugs campaign.
The program still operates in many schools, but experts have raised questions
about its efficacy. Sessions, known for his support of tough drug policies,
wants to bring it back to prominence.
“We know it worked before and we can make it work again,” Sessions said. “I
fully understand the importance of what you do. I fully support it. I support
you. The president supports you.”
In his remarks, Sessions indicated that the Department of Justice would
continue to work with state and local authorities to fight back against drug
cartels and traffickers, but supported enlisting D.A.R.E. to help prevent drug
abuse in local communities.
“We need you,” Sessions said. “We really need D.A.R.E. to prevent new
victims from being produced. We need your strong leadership to deny drug
dealers new customers to help more and more Americans.”
But despite Sessions’ advocacy, research over several decades has found that
the program didn’t actually make much of a difference in preventing drug use
by youth.
“D.A.R.E. does not work to reduce substance use,” a 1998 National Institute
of Justice report to Congress reads. “The programs’s content, teaching
methods, and use of uniformed police officers rather than teachers might

each explain its weak evaluations.”
A 2003 report from the U.S. Government Accountability Office, which
analyzed six long-term evaluations of D.A.R.E.’s elementary school
curriculum at the time, found “no significant differences in illicit drug use”
between students in the fifth or sixth grade who received the program and
students who did not. GAO also reported that five of six evaluations reviewed
found “no significant differences” between the students’ attitudes toward
“illicit drug use and resistance to peer pressure.”
While two of the evaluations did find D.A.R.E. students showed “stronger
negative attitudes about illicit drug use and improved social skills about illicit
drug use” about a year after receiving the program, those effects diminished
over time.
In 2014, Scientific American reviewed several studies of the D.A.R.E.
program and reported that “the program does little or nothing to combat
substance use in youth.”
Trey Radel, a former U.S. congressman from Florida who resigned in 2014
after pleading guilty to cocaine possession, weighed in on Sessions’ remarks
on Twitter.
We had DARE at my school. Nuff said.
https://twitter.com/dominicholden/status/884859419095441408 …
— Trey Radel (@treyradel) 3:45 PM - 11 Jul 2017
The program and its curriculum have evolved over the years. In a separate
report in 2014, Scientific American wrote that one of D.A.R.E.‘s revised
programs, called “Keepin’ it REAL,” was shown to be effective in some
studies. The magazine wrote that the newer program, developed by
behavioral scientists, “differs in both form and content from the former
D.A.R.E. ― replacing long, drug-fact laden lectures with interactive lessons

that present stories meant to help kids make smart decisions.”
D.A.R.E. did not immediately respond to requests for comment.
Experts on drug use and prevention issues were critical of Sessions’ remarks.
“D.A.R.E. has been shown over and over again to be ineffective at preventing
either drug use or drug problems,” Maia Szalavitz, a journalist and leading
voice on addiction and drug-related issues, told HuffPost.
“Whenever research is published showing this, D.A.R.E. claims to have
revised its curriculum and so ‘this time, it really does work.’ The problem is
that the idea is fundamentally flawed,” Szalavitz said.
Police officers are the “wrong messengers” to teach about what is
fundamentally a health issue, she said. “They symbolize authority ― not
helpful when youth are primed to rebel ― and they aren’t experts in trauma
or mental health issues, which are the real drivers of addiction.”
“If we really believe that addiction is a disease, we’d no more bring in police
to try to prevent it than we would have them come in and teach HIV
prevention, how to eat a healthy diet or coping skills for depression. It simply
makes no sense.”
Sessions is “wrong” about the effectiveness of the D.A.R.E. programs, said
Stefanie Jones, the director of audience development at the Drug Policy
Alliance, a drug policy reform group.
“We need a realistic approach to drug education that includes harm reduction
strategies designed to keep all young people ― no matter what their drug use
choices ― safe,” Jones said. “Sessions is indulging in nonsensical nostalgia for
past drug policy approaches.”
This article originally appeared on HuffPost.
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Context
Although there have been substantial advances in knowledge about drug prevention over the last
decade, the majority of school-based drug prevention studies have been conducted in urban settings.
There is little knowledge about the effectiveness of such programs when they are implemented in rural
populations.
Purpose
To examine the prevention effects of school-based drug prevention programs implemented in rural
populations.
Methods
Mixed model or two-level meta-analysis of trials based on school-based drug prevention programs that
included rural populations. A total of 182 trials were coded for urbanicity of schools and 22 separate
trials were selected for the analysis conducted in this paper. A total of 435 distinct analyses were
examined from these 22 trials.
Findings
We found a modest but consistent beneficial impact of drug prevention programs on later use as well as
level of use. Regarding later drug use, the largest impact was on those who were not using at baseline
and those exposed to an interactive program; the results were much larger for marijuana and other

drugs compared to alcohol or tobacco, while inhalant use was less affected than other drug categories.
Regarding level of use, the impact was greatest six months after the trial ended, with diminishing
effects thereafter.
Conclusions
Evidence exists for a small but systematic beneficial effect of drug prevention programs in rural
settings. It is likely that these programs have produced a mild reduction in new use of substances but
have had little impact on those already using substances.
Suggested keywords: drug prevention, meta-analysis
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Despite the last decade’s substantial advances in knowledge about drug prevention, comparatively little
is known about the effectiveness of drug prevention programs in rural as opposed to urban settings.
Most prevention researchers are located in urban universities, so it is not surprising that the intense
efforts required of prevention researchers to establish working community partnerships and conduct
rigorous trials frequently occur in urban settings. In this paper we present an initial look at the effects
of school-based drug prevention programs that were identified by Tobler in an earlier meta-analysis.1
These trials were then classified based on rural/urban categories, and we then focused on the 22 trials
that included rural settings. We also devote some attention in this paper to enhancing meta-analytic
techniques in order to carry out multi-level models that distinguish effects of community and trial
design, intervention, and timing and type of drug use outcome. In this paper, we provide initial
estimates of the overall and drug specific impact of such school-based programs in rural settings.
While the overall magnitude of impact in rural communities is important, examining the variation in
these estimates of impact can inform us about conditions that allow for higher or lower impact and lead
to more generally valid theories of intervention. Epidemiologic studies frequently identify distinct
patterns of drug use across rural communities. The first step in the Communities that Care model,2 for
example, is to develop a profile of drug use and other risk and protective factors that can guide the
community in choosing a prevention program that addresses their unique problems. Since
environmental factors such as drug availability, peer influences, community norms, and the availability
of community services all play major roles in youth drug use, it is possible that prevention programs
can also have differential impact across different rural communities. We hypothesize several factors
that relate to the magnitude of intervention impact. First, as Tobler found,1 intervention programs that
rely on interactive dialogues with youth should have larger effects than those delivered through
lectures. This relationship is expected to hold in rural settings as well.
Secondly, we anticipate that program effects should vary more when the study design is of poor quality
compared to high quality. Two advantages of well-conducted trials, where schools and children are
assigned to intervention using randomization and blocking, is that both bias and variance should be
reduced compared to studies with less rigorous intervention assignment, higher attrition and the like. 3,
4 Thus, we predict intervention impact to be higher and less variable when the trial is conducted more
rigorously.5
We also expect that rural communities experiencing high substance use will show higher rates of
impact than those with lower substance use. Our reasoning for predicting this is twofold. Communities
with high rates of substance use have more opportunity to reduce these rates. Also, we would predict

that many rural communities with high rates of drug use are ones that have had little exposure to good
prevention programs in the past. Thus the implementation of a novel prevention effort in the school
could lead to greater reduction in drug use compared to communities whose “controls” are already
exposed to some prevention elements.
To examine these twin objectives of characterizing overall prevention effects and sources of variation
in rural settings, we found the need to provide new methodology for carrying out these meta-analyses.
First, some of the drug use outcomes are dichotomies, such as “ever use cigarettes,” while others are
based on ordinal scales, such as “number of times you have used cigarettes in the last month.” Since we
did not have access to the original data and can only rely on summaries of findings in this metaanalysis, we have chosen to perform analyses separately for dichotomous variables — using log odds
ratios and continuous level variables – using effect sizes. Additionally, we include in our multilevel
analyses standard errors that take into account clustering within a trial, where typically schools are
often the level of assignment to the intervention, and clustering caused by multiple outcome measures
taken on the same individuals within a trial. This new method is described in the appendix and applied
to school-based intervention trials that were identified by Tobler1 and tested in rural settings.

Methods
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For this paper, we began with a well-established although somewhat dated list of school-based drug
prevention programs, those identified by Tobler and her colleagues in 2000. The literature on schoolbased drug prevention programs has expanded considerably since this publication, so it would be
possible to extend the number of trials for our analyses. However, it would require a vast amount of
work to obtain a complete up-to-date search of this literature, and we recognized that we could easily
introduce systematic bias if we did an incomplete search through the new literature. Thus we chose to
limit our analyses to the carefully completed enumeration provided nearly six years ago. In this metaanalysis, they reviewed the impact of school-based prevention in 182 papers. We then applied our own
criteria for inclusion in our meta-analysis: all programs had to be school-based, taking place in the
United States, specifically targeting prevention of drug use and published in a form other than a
dissertation. From this list, we coded each paper as to the urbanicity of the schools, based first on
author descriptions in the paper. Typically, authors identified the study locale and indicated the number
or urban and rural schools in the sample. Approximately 80% of the papers identified in Tobler’s
review could be excluded based on evidence from the report indicating that the sites only included nonrural settings. When such descriptions by the authors were not available, we attempted to contact the
author; for the few cases where we were unsuccessful in determining rurality, we identified the locale
and relied on current classifications based on the U.S. Agriculture Department’s Economic Research
Service.6 A total of 24 of the 182 papers were classified as including rural populations.7–30 We noted
that two distinct pairs of these papers were derived from the same studies. Thus the data on 22 separate
trials were examined further.
The 22 trials were conducted between the years 1978 and 1995 and took place in a variety of different
geographical locations such as California, Oregon, New York, Vermont, South Carolina, western
Washington and southeastern Michigan. The intervention programs included Drug Abuse Resistance
Education (DARE), Project Alert, Here’s Looking at You, Here’s Looking at You Two, Project Model
Health, Project Northland, and Life Skills Training. The types of interventions included substance
abuse/misuse prevention, intensive in-school health promotion and social-influence prevention to lifeskills training and educational presentations. One program specifically tailored its intervention to

Native American students to address the unique cultural issues faced by this group.
Measures at the level of community/intervention/trial
Our data were further classified into primarily rural or not primarily rural based on the proportion of
rural schools in the sample. Again, this criterion of primarily rural was taken either from the author’s
explicit statement or based on a majority (more than half) of the schools being classified by the author
as rural. The average age of the youth at the beginning of the study was also computed so we could
assess the impact based on the target’s grade level.
We coded the intervention across two dimensions. The intervention could be directed only at tobacco
(cigarettes and/or smokeless tobacco), only at alcohol, or a combination of substances. It could be
classified as either an interactive or primarily a non-interactive program. The interactive coding came
from Tobler’s original coding. All but one of the interventions were universal, so no variation across
type of intervention target was available for analyses.
To assess the quality of a trial, we coded each trial across nine dimensions using a modified scale
originating from meta-analyses done by the Cochrane Collaboration and then applied by us in previous
work on interventions on children aged 0–6.5,31
Our measure of trial quality is based on a nine-point scale. A somewhat similar tool has been used by
the Cochrane Collaboration and others to determine whether major elements of a trial are present.32
The current “Cochrane” scale used in this report gives one point to every positive response on these
items: (1) Aims stated clearly, (2) “Randomized controlled trial” or a trial with a “comparable
comparison group,” (3) an intervention that is described sufficiently to be replicable, (4) the number of
recruited subjects is provided, (5) pre-intervention data are provided, (6) the level of attrition is
discussed, (7) results of all measured outcomes are discussed, (8) post-intervention results are provided
for all intervention groups, and (9) the number of intervention and control groups is provided. Higher
scores indicate a better quality study. All relevant statements by the authors were taken at face value.
For example, if the author used the words “randomized assignment,” this was sufficient to receive a
positive score on this item. It should be noted that the coding used in this study may differ from others
using similar items. A coding manual was developed with flow charts to maintain reliability in the
coding.
Also, at this stage, individual reports were hand-linked if they were based on the same intervention
trial. It should be noted that the coding of the trial quality scale was assessed at the level of individual
reports and then combined across all reports for each trial. For example, if “attrition was discussed”
appeared in one report, then the trial was coded positive for this item regardless of whether it was
present or absent in any of the other reports on this trial.
Because of its importance to the conduct of rigorous research evaluations, we included as a predictor
whether or not random assignment to intervention took place. For nearly all the studies, these
randomizations were at the level of school (that is, they were group-based randomized trials).
Measures at the Outcome Level
For every trial all outcomes in these 24 papers pertaining to substance use after the intervention period
had ended were coded using a standardized format. There were a total of 435 outcome analyses in 22
trials; these differed by type of substance use, time of follow-up, whether it was conducted on a
subgroup (for example, those who were nonusers at baseline or for males only) or on the entire

population. We coded each outcome on the measurement properties of the outcome variable. We found
that it was possible to classify nearly every outcome as either dichotomous or (close to) continuous.
For the few trichotomous outcomes, we created a dichotomy by separating the highest use category
from the others.
For the 93 district analyses involving continuous variables that were reported in the 22 trials, we
calculated an effect size by taking the difference in intervention and treatment outcomes divided by the
total standard deviation in the sample. Occasionally, more than one standard deviation was computable.
We selected that for the control group if available; if not then we selected a standard deviation based on
pooling both intervention and control groups.
The standard error for effect size within the experiment was computed using the Delta Method as
described in the Appendix. Since many of the statistical analyses in the original papers did not take into
correct account the effects of the group-based assignment, we computed two standard errors, one based
on an independence assumption at the individual level and one based on group assignments. Since the
latter quantity depended on the intra-class correlation, which was generally not available from the text,
we assumed an intra-class correlation of 0.05, which in drug prevention work is considered a
reasonable high-end limit for such data. For our analyses we included the larger of these two quantities.
Details are provided in the appendix.
A similar approach was taken for the analysis of the 342 dichotomous outcomes, but in the place of
effect sizes we used log odds ratios. Similarly, two standard errors for these log odds ratios were
computed based on 1) an assumption of independence at the level of the child and 2) independence at
the level of the cluster (typically school), with an intra-class correlation of 0.05 as before. The larger of
these two values was used to assess the variability of these log odds ratios.
Both effect size and log odds ratio values were recoded so that a value greater than 0 indicated
beneficial impact of the intervention compared to the control condition.
We used four covariates that were codable at the level of the individual outcome evaluation. First, each
outcome was assigned to a general drug class: alcohol, inhalants, marijuana, tobacco, and other drugs.
Secondly, we coded the length of time of follow-up in years after the intervention period had ended.
We anticipated that the impact could differ across time. We also distinguished a small number of
subgroups that were repetitively examined in this study: males and females, nonusers at baseline, and
users at baseline. Our analytical question was whether the interventions affect subjects differentially.
Analyses
We followed standard methods for mixed model or empirical Bayes meta-analyses as originally
developed by Hedges, et al.33 Such methods are more conservative than the fixed effects alternative
models, but because they incorporate heterogeneity in impact, this conservatism is warranted. All
analyses were conducted using Mplus version 3.13 (Muthén & Muthén, Los Angeles) using two-level
models. These two-level analyses allowed for the inclusion of standard errors computed for each
outcome, as well as additional correlation of different outcomes within the same study. We used
random slopes to account for the former and residual unexplained variance for the latter. To
compensate for a potentially different scale for effect size versus log odds ratio in combined analyses
with continuous and discrete variables, we allowed both the mean and the variance to vary by this
factor.

A small proportion of effect sizes and log odds ratios were not precisely computable given the
summary statistics; for example, when a report indicated only that the effect was non-significant. Had a
specific significance level been given, it would generally be possible to calculate an effect size directly.
Since the number of these uncertain outcomes was small, we dropped these from our analyses.

Results
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The overall mean effect size for all drug use outcomes for the 22 prevention programs conducted in
rural settings was 0.11 (SE = 0.045, p < 0.05). Thus, there was evidence of a significant effect of these
school-based drug prevention interventions on continuous outcomes. Also, fully three-quarters of the
effect sizes were positive. In contrast, there was a negligible effect overall on binary outcomes since
the log odds ratios had an overall mean of 0.041 (SE = 0.41, p > 0.50). For both continuous and binary
outcomes, there was substantial variability in the outcomes above and beyond the internal standard
errors, even with our conservative recalculations taking into account the group randomizations for most
of these trials. We first included covariates at the level of the individual analysis to explain this
variation then added covariates at the level of the trial. Because of the lower power for trial-level
variables, we report findings that are significant at the 0.10 level.
For outcomes involving continuous variables, there were two outcome analysis-level factors that
contributed significantly to predictors of effect size — the duration of follow-up and the type of drug
examined at outcome. First, there was a significantly large impact on outcomes a half-year after the
intervention had ended compared to immediate follow-up (effect size difference of 0.187, SE = 0.054,
p < 0.001) and a strong asymptotic decline towards zero in effect size thereafter (p < 0.01). The
intervention impact was similar across all drug categories except inhalants, which showed significantly
less effect than did alcohol and other drugs (effect size difference −0.137, SE = 0.044, p < 0.002). With
these predictors in the model, there was little remaining variance at the individual outcome level to be
explained (p = 0.05).
At the level of the trial, the effect sizes appeared suggestively larger in samples that had a majority of
schools that were rural compared to those where rural schools were in the minority (effect size
difference 0.117, SE = 0.072, p = 0.10). Also, compared to interactive interventions, programs that
were noninteractive appeared slightly stronger (effect size difference −0.165, SE = 0.100, p = 0.10).
In analyzing the binary outcomes using log odds ratios, we found that impact across outcomes differed
by drug category, with impact on tobacco and alcohol significantly lower than that of all other drugs
(log odds ratio 0.124, SE = 0.028, p <0.05 for other drugs versus alcohol). The impact on tobacco was
non-significant and less in magnitude than that for alcohol (log odds ratio −0.056, SE = 0.034, p =
0.10). The strongest predictor of impact of these interventions, however, was on nonusers at baseline
compared to users at baseline (log odds ratio 0.124, SE = 0.028, p < 0.0001). In contrast to analyses
involving continuous variables, we found no significant impact on duration of follow-up, and lack of
data precluded us from examining inhalant use alone.
In examining trial-level covariates for binary outcomes, only one factor appeared significant.
Interactive programs showed a significant benefit over noninteractive ones (log odds ratio 0.217, SE =
0.103, p < 0.05). All other trial-level characteristics, including whether there was a majority of rural
schools in the sample, were non-significant predictors.

Discussion
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We found a consistent pattern of beneficial impact of these prevention programs on rural youth,
although the average effect sizes and log odds ratios were small. For continuous outcomes, the overall
impact was minimal immediately after the intervention period had ended, then increased to a maximum
effect at half a year, then dropped slowly over the next two years. For binary outcomes, the impact was
greatest for non-users and on other drugs besides alcohol and tobacco; thus impact was on the
substances used least during adolescence. Interactive programs were found to be more beneficial for
binary outcomes while they appeared slightly less so for continuous outcomes.
There are two reasons that can explain these different findings by type of outcome being studied. First,
the limited amount of continuous-level analysis that distinguished baseline users from non-users
prohibited us from examining whether this factor contributed any explanation to the effect sizes.
Similarly, there was only one dichotomous measure that examined inhalant use. Second, all of the
continuous measures related to level of substance use, which is distinct from user/non-user status.
The fact that school-based preventive interventions show consistent evidence of positive effects in rural
settings provides initial support for the potential benefit of existing programs. While some of these
programs no doubt incorporated elements that related to the community’s own norms, values, and
cultures, based on the curriculum of these studies, most of these programs made no special distinctions
that dealt with rural society. In the midst of the current debate regarding the degree to which prevention
programs need to maintain fidelity to the original program versus ab initio development or local
adaptation to the specific target community, 34 these findings suggest our current programs do provide
some benefit. Indeed, the data we now have provide some support that some of these interventions
could have a slightly higher effect in rural areas compared to suburban or urban areas.
Another new indication from our data is that in primarily rural settings, interactive programs show
benefit on use/non-use measures but less evidence on level of use. Furthermore, impact on use/non-use
is much stronger on delaying non-users than it is in cessation of use among users. The fact that impact
appears least on alcohol and tobacco use — the two most commonly used substances by adolescents —
compared to all other substances suggests that the currently tested programs have some primary
preventive effect but little secondary effect. It may be that rural programs had so few indigenous
prevention efforts that even non-interactive programs did some good.
From a methodologic perspective, our multilevel meta-analysis provided a more general approach to
examining intervention impact than what is often done. Unlike the Tobler, et al. meta-analysis, which
performs a general least squares regression with each observation weighted by the inverse of its
internal variance, the full multilevel model or empirical Bayes method that we have conducted here
provides a more appropriate, conservative measure of variance that takes into account both within and
between study variance. For example, the Tobler, et al. methodology necessarily requires that overall
precision of intervention impact increase whenever a new trial is added, even if that intervention effect
is substantially different from all other trials’ intervention effects. In contrast, our methodology
incorporates both the within-trial and between-trial variability in calculating the uncertainty regarding
intervention impact. This more conservative mixed model approach is recommended because it takes
into account variability in intervention impact, an empirical finding that we clearly find in this work. 35
One surprising methodologic issue occurred because we found dramatic differences in the results from
continuous outcomes compared to dichotomous outcomes. We had planned to incorporate both types of
outcomes in the same analysis using scaling, but this strategy appears to be of little value at the current
time. There have been several approaches to this problem in the literature. Tobler and colleagues, for

example, converted all evaluations to effect sizes and did not make any distinctions in their analysis.
Such equivalences can lead to misinterpretations, so we have kept our two sets of analyses distinct
from one another.
There were two major limitations to this study. First, this meta-analysis suffers from all the known
limitations on such studies. For example, there may be reporting bias that ignores studies that have
been conducted rigorously but never got published because of null findings. Where our analyses are
likely to be most sensitive to publishing bias is in our examination of intervention impact within
subgroups, such as baseline non-users. Also, meta-analyses are limited on what variables are available;
here we had to rely on relatively coarse information available in reported analyses. Most importantly,
there was only modest information about the urbanicity-rurality continuum. While actual population
statistics would have been more ideal, we had to rely on the authors’ count of schools being located in
either rural or urban settings. Most of these trials included both rural and non-rural schools, and few of
these reported analyses are specific to the rural settings alone. Indeed, not a single author reported
impact by rurality, thus limiting our ability to pinpoint whether the prevention impact varied across
such schools. Also, we were unable to code some important measures – such as the level of baseline
substance use – consistently across all studies. Thus an important predictive variable was not available
for this analysis.
Second, the studies included here were based only on those reported by Tobler and colleagues; the vast
expansion in effectiveness and efficacy prevention trials that occurred since that time is not included
here. A more exhaustive literature review is now likely to reveal additional studies, especially those
published after her meta-analyses. Future plans are to perform literature searches by both controlled
vocabulary and free-text terms in various databases, as well as searching individual authors listed in
these studies to expand our database of studies.
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(1) We used the following equation for standard error of the effect size, itself defined by
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ES =
SDpooled
where X̄ 1 is mean of treatment group, Xmacr;2 is mean of control group.
a. First, we assume that all youths’ responses within a trial are independent. By using
the Delta method, the equation for the standard error of effect size can be expressed
as:
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